* 2 x HB pencils.
* Protractor
* 1 x Erasers.
* 2 x 30 Page Flip file (not less than 30).
* 1 x Sharpener (with container).
* 1 x Ruler – not the soft bendy type.
* 20 Plastic sleeves.
* 1 x 100 Page punched exam pad (with margins)
* 2 x Blue pens (if you can afford the pens that rub out because no Tippex is allowed)
* 1 x Ring binder (see note below).
* 1 x Pritt (big).
* A4 Coloured cardboard for tasks + dividers.
* Pencil Crayons – NOT turn-ups eg MonAmi
* NB: 1 x box ringed reinforcements.
* 1 X 6B Art pencil
* Any suitable English Dictionary.
* 2 x Black fine liners or black pens.
* Eng/Afr Dictionary (very important)
* Scissors.
* 1 x Box tissues (200).
* 1 x Hand soap
NB: Strong, durable plastic book covers (for exercise books) will be available from the class teachers at a cost of R4,00 per
cover. We strongly recommend that parents purchase these covers, as they are “user friendly” and will save time and
further expense later.
Each learner will require ONE ring binder file. (Our bookshelves have been made specifically for files with a 32 cm spine).
(Would you be so kind as to check that height is correct as there are also files which are 35cm in height.) Learners must
cover the file with paper, put their names on the spine and then neatly cover it with plastic. It would be appreciated if
your child has the file from day one so that they do not get behind when we organise the files. It is NOT necessary to buy a
homework diary as we provide one.
PLEASE NOTE THE FOLLOWING:
1
Please cover all books/files with paper and plastic / plastic covers.
2
NO Tippex allowed.
3
Please mark ALL stationery clearly. Scratch your name onto scissors, calculators etc. as these
items are often identical to those of classmates. NO borrowing of stationery will be allowed as these items
are becoming more and more expensive.
4
The filing system works well if the pages are ring-reinforced and it is therefore very important that learners do
not run out of ring-reinforcements. They should manage with one box for the year IF they do not waste them!
5
Afrikaans as a second language is becoming more of a problem with English speaking learners as many of them
seldom speak or read Afrikaans. It is therefore essential that EVERY learner has his/her own
ENGLISH/AFRIKAANS dictionary so that they are able to get full benefit of the lessons. It is very distracting and
time consuming to both the learners and educator when dictionaries have to be borrowed.
Pharos Skoolwoordeboek is good. (Oxford skoolwoordeboek has limited vocabulary.)

Resource pack:
Gr 2-7: Payable annually by all learners on the 1st day of school: R250.00
PLEASE MARK ALL THE ITEMS CLEARLY AND INDIVIDUALLY: STATIONERY, SCISSORS, CLOTHES,
SHOES, ETC.
Please join: MySchool & D6 Communicator App

